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Holiday gift guide for pets plus
This holiday season, nearly 63 percent of dog owners and 58 percent of cat owners will be buying
Christmas gifts for their furry friends, according to the American Humane Association.
Aromatherapy dog gift set
Gerrard Larriett Aromatherapy Treatment Experience For Pets is a natural, therapeutic and effective pet
care regimen and makes a wonderful gift set. The Rose Essential Oil hand poured soy candle smells
yummy while balancing the body/mind. also comes in Jasmine and Wildwood scents. The gift set also
includes Rose Aromatherapy Shampoo & Conditioner For Pets, Rose Aromatherapy Freshening & Shining
Spray For Pets and a lovely Logo Tote Bag.

http://www.gerrardlarriett.com/balancing-rose-aromatherapy-deodorizing-soy-candle-for-pets.html
Books
Adalyn’s Clare is a heartwarming, adventure-filled story that draws attention to the realities of social
anxiety and the need to help create meaningful relationships for children who have difficulty making
friends in grade school – just like Adalyn.
Author Kari Dunn Buron developed an Autism Spectrum Disorders Certificate program for educators at
Hamline University in St. Paul, MN, and has done volunteer work specific to autism around the world.
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Adalyn, a smart but lonely fourth grader, is not very good at finding human friends but loves animals and
is a whiz at science. Her favorite place in the whole world is the science room where her “animal best
friends” live. In fact, Adalyn knows details about animals and the places they inhabit that most of us
would never know or remember.
Adalyn often finds people confusing and frustrating, which in turn causes her a great deal of worry and
often gets her into trouble. Clare is a therapy puppy. When Clare gets assigned to help Adalyn calm her
anxieties and help her find (human) friends, it seems like a tall order for a 3-month-old puppy. But Clare
takes it in her stride. It’s during these times when Adalyn worries that Clare creeps up close and gently
puts her chin on Adalyn’s foot to reassure her. Together they wait, silently and relaxed, until Adalyn’s
nerves start to get smaller. Recommended for young readers in grades 3-6.
http://www.aapcpublishing.net/book/view/701/adalyns-clare

Dogs teach unconditional love. The purr of a kitten can bring peace. Horses show us how to harness our
strength with grace.
Paws to Reflect offers gentle daily reflections for those who seek to grow spiritually by observing the
animal kingdom and all the lessons it teaches. This is a Christian book.
GRILL-ICIOUS™ (Loving Pets)
http://www.lovingpetsproducts.com/pet-treats/grill-icious
Cici LOVES these delicious treats. She sits there and DROOLS until I give her one.
Add sizzle to your pet treat assortment with Loving Pets’ new Grill-icious, 100% all-natural Beef, Chicken
and Turkey treats. available in both Regular and “Bite Size” treats. Made in the USA from USA-grown
ingredients, these lean and tasty meat treats mixed with a touch of antioxidant-rich sweet potato will light
a fire in dog’s taste buds. Each treat is naturally seared over a hot grill to seal in a juicy flavor dogs love.
Continuing its commitment to pure, unprocessed ingredients, Loving Pets’ GRILL-ICIOUS™ recipe
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contains no gluten, byproducts, or preservatives. These all-natural treats are made in the USA, and
contain only 100% USA farm-grown ingredients.
Designer and Expressions Bella Bowls™ (Loving Pets)
http://www.lovingpetsproducts.com/pet-accessories/bella-bowl-designer-collection
Loving Pets’ #1 selling, dishwasher safe BELLA BOWLS™ are now available in eight new designer prints.
Designer and Expressions Bella Bowls™ bring a new level of style to Veterinarian-recommended stainless
steel. Cici and I love her new bowl…
For Dog Lovers:
• Classic Pink Argyle
• Playful Turquoise Dragonflies
• Antique Gold Fleur-de-Lis
• Compassionate Valentine Red Hearts
• Contemporary Silver “Bow-Wow”
• Whimsical Steel Blue “I Love My Dog”
Slow down, Fido… Cici scarfs up her food, she eats sooos fast, you’d think it was her last meal. Food
gulping isn’t only a messy habit that’s difficult to break, but a behavior that can lead to vomiting, choking,
bloat and digestive issues. Plus, eager eaters don’t realize how much they just ate, so they keep begging for
between-meal treats that can quickly turn into extra pounds. Fortunately, now there’s an innovative way
for pet parents to end this “feeding frenzy” by turning mealtime into a challenging, entertaining game.
The Company of Animals presents GREEN by NORTHMATE – an innovative “turf placemat” for pets that
turns mealtime into a fun , stimulating game. Just scatter a handful of kibble or two across the deeply
sculpted surface. Then it’s up to the dog or cat to seek out the food in the valleys between the simulated
grass blades. Especially recommended for aggressive gulpers and pets on a restricted calorie
diet , GREEN prolongs eating time, making meals healthier and more fun . And since this product is made
of durable plastic that’s phthalate-free, it’s 100% pet and dishwasher safe.
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Brewer’s yeast and garlic helps to repel fleas. You can give your doggie treats and bye bye bugs.
This daily nutritional supplement helps support healthy blood sugar levels and can also be especially
helpful during flea and tick season and during times of stress. Available in chewable tablets or tasty soft
chews! Cici LOVES them.
http://www.probioticsmart.com/pets/pscpets-brand.html.
Does your doggie have bad breath? PlaqClnz may be the answer. For fresh breath and good oral care,
go to www.plaqclnz.com for more details.
Its zinc-based formula works to stop bad breath (a warning sign of deteriorating gum and teeth
conditions) while it guards against the build-up of plaque and tarter. Most dogs 3+ years already have the
signs.

Are your pets scratching up the house? Then SoftClaws nail caps for dogs and indoor cats could help.
The caps mute scratching damage and avoids cat declawing…a big issue for cat parents.
See www.softclaws.net for details, size and color selections. These were invented by a vet.
When you travel with your dog/cat, putting these on helps to avoid tearing up car upholstery, hotel
furnishings, strangers’ clothing and more.
To apply, fill each vinyl nail cap with the adhesive that’s provided, then slide it on over your dog’s toenail.
It stays on for 4-6 weeks.
Each low-cost nail kit comes with 40 nail caps, the adhesive that secures them onto your dog’s toenails,
and simple instructions.
You can place them only on the front paws or on your dog’s front and back paws.
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for the humans
Mighty Mug is great for pet parents and parents, people like me who are clumsy and spill everything. I
LOVE IT. (only wish it came in PURPLE). This mug is amazing. powered by patented Smartgrip
Technology which allows Mighty to resist tipping over and spilling that cup of tea, hot chocolate or coffee
all over your pants (or even worse your computer). The best part about the Mighty Mug is that it knows
the difference between an accidental knock and going in for a sip. If you can imagine a mug that won’t fall
over even when punched but lifts naturally then you gotta try one for yourself, your favorite pet parent or
computer geek coffee drinker.

Chia seeds bars
I LOVE LOVE LOVE these bars. Give the gift of CHIA this holiday season! these yummy bars are healthy,
easy to bring with you to the dog park, traveling and/or to carry in your purse. Filled with Omega 3 and
tasty… I love the ACAI BERRY and also the COCONUT bars. They also come in PEANUT BUTTER AND
CHOCOLATE flavor… great replacement to the high-sugar, empty-calorie-filled, non-nutrient providing
candy all too often around the house during the holidays. They have only 100 calories and 5g of sugar per
serving. And best of all, there are actual health BENEFITS to eating them: Chia provides six times more
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calcium than whole milk, six times more protein than soy, 15 times more magnesium than broccoli does,
twice the fiber then bran flakes, and nearly nine times the amount of omega-3s found in salmon.

CreationScapes offers a gift of tranquility; a way to reduce stress that rejuvenates mind, body and spirit.
breathtaking beauty and sounds of nature, set to soothing music that calms, refreshes and inspires – all
without leaving home! Ahhhhhhhh…
http://www.squidoo.com/handmade-with-love-christmas-gifts-for-pets
http://www.squidoo.com/hanukkah-gifts-for-pets
http://www.squidoo.com/stocking-stuffers-for-dogs-and-puppies
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Will and Eko
December 7, 2012 at 8:05 pm
In for one mighty mug – thanks!
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